The UnsusainableLibraty: Doesthe
lnternet ReallyHelp Us in Africa?
by Colin Darch
irst, this presentation puts forward the proposition that in Aftica, as
in other parts of the non-industrializedworld, traditional libraries of
printed material may well be unsustainable.Second, and working
from the assumptionthat the first statementis true, it arguesthat the advent
of systemsof information delivery basedon ICTs (information and communicationstechnologies),commonly known asthe Internet and the World
Wide Web, may not make much short term or immediate difference, for
various reasons.This is a viewpoint that has been dubbed "technopessimist," and is characterizedby a belief that political and economic
issuescannot be ignored in the searchfor technologicalsolutions,and that
technology inevitably reinforces existing cultural and class divides in
Africa. The opposite view, held by techno-optimists,arguesthat massive
and cheap bandwidth and connectivity will leapfrog Africa into the Information Age and huge amountsof essentiallyfree information will rapidly
becomeavailable.
Can traditional print-based libraries be sustainedin Africa? So far the
overall record of their performance is not hopeful. The discussion about
the sustainability of the "Alexandrian model" the indefinitely growing
print storehouseis not new, even in the developedworld. In the proceedings of an important, but now largely forgotten conferenceheld in 1975,
the North American Daniel Gore wrote that what he termed "the unexamined faith that to be good a library must be vast and always growing" rested
on "nothing more solid than mistaken intuition" (Gore 1976, 3). His
insights have not had as much impact on library practice, even in the
United States,as one might have hoped.As Odlyzko (1999) has pointed
out, there is a massive and "understandableinertia" in developed library
systems,basedon the existenceof huge accumulatedprint collections that
will have to be preserveduntil digitizationis complete.Indeed,he goes on
to argue that libraries may eventually be "disintermediated"or cut out of
the loop, with scholarlypublishersselling informationservicesdirectly to
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end-users.Thus,
publishersmay be able to retain or even increasetheir revenues
and profits, while at the sametime providing a superiorservice.
To do this, they will have to take over many of the functions of
libraries, and they can do that only in the digital domain.
In Africa and the developing world, the debateon sustainabilityhas gone
in a different direction. It was picked up in the 1990s by such writers as
Agha and Akhtar (1992), Rosenberg (199a), Sturges (1997) and most
recently by Sturgesand Neill (1998). None of them are especiallysanguine
about the future of libraries in the continent. There is a generalizedand
perhaps understandableabsenceof political will to make them so, given
that a clear causal link between information and socio-economicdevelopment has not yet been modeled in mainstreameconomic theory. Sturges
and Neill, who characterisethe Alexandrian model as an "alien implant,"
write that "the reality is that after more than three decadesof independence
libraries are, at best, grudgingly toleratedby governments,and are placed
low on any nationallist of priorities" (1998,92),In thesecircumstancesin
most African countries, even a "steady state" or no-growth library model
oriented towards performancemeasures,such as Gore and his colleagues
advocated in 1975, has been extraordinarily diffìcult to implement. In
much of Africa academiclibraries have no periodicals subscriptions,and
purchase few book acquisitions; many of them survive on gifts and
exchanges,and soft money from overseasdonors. There is insignificant
local knowledge production, and local languagesare ignored in favor of
English, French or Portuguese.Agha and Akhtar cautiouslypoint out that
[s]tudies indicate that information systemsin developing countries usually thrive when assistedwith external aid through the
developmentof productsand services,along with relatedinfrastructuraldevelopment.Unfortunately,however,onceaid ceases,
the information systems tend to function at a lower level of
productivity, or on occasion,becomeinactive.(1992,284)
But even aid to libraries, as Zeleza more forcefully argues, is often a
"dubious benefit": aid itself is a short-term solution, and sometimes
"donations [to libraries] are irrelevant and inappropriate.In the process,the
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culture of silenceand submissionto imperialism,which is partly responsrble for the African crisis in the first place,deepens."(1996, 295-296)
It is sometimesarguedthat the grand challengefacing modern librariansis
the effective integration of past practice in the management of print
sources,requiring the mediation of the professional information worker,
with a developing practice in the organizationof digital information, which
can be accesseddirectly from the end-user'sdesktop.But if the inheritance
of past practice is increasingly"emptiness,indeed squalor, behind the
facadesof library buildings," or "utterly empty shelves"(Sturgesand Neill
1998, 93, 95), then the problem may lie at a deepersocio-economiclevel
altogether.
Africa and the Internet
Is it likely that the Internet will come to our rescue?Most of Africa is
marginalizedin generalICT development,both quantitativelyand qualitaremain a monopoly closely
tively. In many countries,telecommunications
regulatedby the state.Telephoneaccessis itself problematicoutsidemajor
urban centers.The Internet and the Web are inaccessibleto the majority of
citizens, and even if they have the technicalmeansand the skills and ability
to gain access,many useful digital information resourcesare too costly for
most people. Distribution of resourceswithin Africa, in all senses,is
hopelesslyskewed in favor of South Africa. According to the January 1999
top-level domain survey by the Internet Software Consortium, there were
some 43 million Internet hosts in the world, of which 144,445were in
SouthAfrica. The next most connectedAfrican countrieswere Egypt, with
1,908hosts,andZimbabwewith 1031.At the otherend of the scale,fifteen
African countriesor territories are listed as having no doesticInternethosts
at all. These are Angola, Burundi, Central African Republic, Chad, Djibouti, DRC, EquatorialGuinea,Erih'ea,Gabon,Gambia,Guinea;Mayotte,
Rwanda, Somalia,and Sudan(ISC 1999).The LTNDPestimatesthat only
one person in a thousand,or 0,1 percentof the inhabitantsof sub-Saharan
Africa, are Internetusers,comparedto one in four, or 26,3 percentof the
Africa has nearly ten percentof
citizensof the United States.Sub-Saharan
the world's population,while the USA has less than five percent(LINDP
1999, 63). If South Africa were to be discounted,thesenumbers would
drop off the bottorn of the chart.
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These points are often, ironically, made most tellingly by using the
technologiesof the'Webitself. Severalresearchers
suchas StephenG. Eick
of Bell Laboratories have worked at various times on global
"visualizations" of Internet information flows. What is most fascinating
about Eick's images, for example, even though they are now admittedly
several years out-of-date, is the way that the Internet globe or the arc map
simply pass the African continent by, usually without comment from the
author. Another source for a variety of such images is Martin Dodge's
Web-basedAtlas of Cyberspaces(1999). Harpold (1999) has addressed
úese issues in a paper entitled "Dark Continents: A Critique of Internet
Metageographies," where he makes the important point that inequities
within such categoriesas a country probably matter as much as inequities
between countries themselves.Thus, South Africa's 27th position in the
NSC domain survey, above Austria, New Zealand and Mexico, tells us
nothing about the differentiated class and race basis of accessto digital
information that makes up a more complex reality.

The most comprehensivesurvey of Internet connectivity in Africa at the
time of writing is probablyMike Jensen's(1998b),and usedin conjunction
with such other sourcesas the same author's list of ICT development
projects (1998a), gives a wide-ranging snapshotof a rapidly changing
environment. Although changewithin Africa in terms of connectivity and
accessis dramatic, the gap between the developed world and Africa is
widening, and is likely to continue to do so.

The question of the ideological underpinning of the worldview that the
Internet presentsto African end-usershas also preoccupiedAfrican librarians and information workers. Da Costa (1996) has pointed out that
knowledge generatedin Africa is most likely to be found on the Internet at
Web sitesbased in North American universities,which "reflect it back" to
its original producers.Nawe (1998) has argued along similar lines that
"equal accessdoesnot necessarilyimply equalbenefit," and concludesher
paper with a telling quotation from Aboriginal women in Australia: "If you
have come to help me, you are wasting your time. But if you have come
becauseyour liberation is bound up with mine, then let us work together."
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Intellectual Property Rightsand "Free" Trade
However, the problem with digital information in Africa is not only an
infrastructural one of bandwidth, telephony and workstations.The content
itself - information - is increasingly seen by the developed world as a
commodity, and its availability and distribution is increasingly driven by
the desire to maximize profit. To facilitate this, the legal system for the
protection of intellectual property rights has been significantly widened in
recent years, particularly since 1993. For many librarians and information
professionals, the broad issue of intellectual property rights is normally
seenthrough the narrow prism of the impact of copyright law on their daily
activities. However, the imposition of the presentworld trade regime at the
conclusion of the Uruguay Round of the GeneralAgreementon Tariffs and
Trade (GATT), in December1993"marks a clearhistoricaldemarcationin
the global control of information" (Frow 1996,89).
A key objective of the 1993 negotiations was to extend intellectual
properly rights through patent, copyright and trademark law to such new
areas as pharmaceuticalsand agri-chemicals,whose products (medicine
and food) are fundamentalto human well-being. The view of the industrializedcountries (the United Statesand its allies) was, and remains,that the
knowledge-and-information componentsof these commodities are themselvesprivate capital goods.An alternativeview is the traditionalone that
the basis of scientific method is full disclosure. This in turn makes
information and knowledge broadly a public good, both in the sensethat
they are non-depletable,and in the legal sensethat they cannot be bought
and sold.
In such an environment, librarians should actively begin to question
whether the extension of current intellectual property rights practice to
digital information
is in the best interestsof modernsociety... .patentand copyright
provided exclusiverights in an age when the meansof replication were technologicallylimited and it was feasibleto receive
an income streamfor severalyearsfrom publication,for example. However, with the exception of publishing for entertainment purposes,this is no longer the caseand has never really
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been the caseas far as the "learned societies" were concerned.
(Underwood 1999)
It is not only on the political left that concernsare being raised about the
extension of intellectual property rights at the expense of the shrinking
public domain. A recent Norú American book on legal aspectsof the
information society argues that the trend set at the 1993 GATT negotiations "...leads us to have too many intellectual property rights, to confer
úem on úe ìwrong people, and dramatically to undervalue the interests of
both the sources of and the audiencesfor the information we corÌÌmodify"
(Boyle 1996). This "commodification" of information in the global economy presentsa gloomy prospect for librarians in Africa, who have been
trained in the liberal tradition of the free flow of information. It seemsthat
we will not be able to enter the electronic library of the future without a
credit card.
Hand-in-hand with the process of expanding intellectual property rights
into new areas,we are also seeingthe increasingcommercializationof the
Internet and the privatization of the public domain. This representsa shar.n
contradiction, in the sense that the technology allows us limitless and
barrier-free accessto information sources,but law and economics may
prevent us from utilizing it without paying. There is little doubt that, for
example, US businessregards this prospect with something approaching
glee. A recent managementtext put it this way:
Information and knowledge are the thermonuclearcompetitive
weapons of our time. Knowledge is more valuable and more
powerful than natural resources,big factories, or fat bankrolls.
In industry after industry, successcomes to the companiesthat
have the best information or wield it most effectively - not
necessarilythe companieswith the most muscle.(Stewart1997:
ix).
The Internet, and more specifically e-corÌÌmerce,are the meansby which
this successis to be achieved- and as this happens,the role of the Internet
as a means for ensuring the free flow of information for non-commercial
purposesis already diminishing. The "dot-com" or commercial domain
alone alreadyconstitutesjust under 30 percentof the'totalnumberof hosts
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on the Internet, comparedto just over ten percent for the "dot-edu" or
educational domain. Admittedly, these figures are applicable only to the
United States,sinceeverywhereelsethe geographicaldomain is first level.
More significant is the exponential growth of electronic commerce in
dollar terms. Analysts at eMarketer, an Internet researchcompany, predict
that the value of e-commercewill rise from US$98.4billion in 1999 to an
estimatedUS$l,244b|llion in 2003, while the US shareof the market will
drop sharply(eMarketer1999,31).
The corollary of commercializationis the privatization even of information
that has been produced in the public domain, by the assertionof intellectual property rights and other legalistic means. In most countries of the
world it is acceptedthat public funds are used to support knowledge
production in public institutions, whether state-fundeduniversities and
researchinstitutesor governmentcommissionsand the like. Typically the
product of such processesare freely available:in the United States,for
instance, government publications are broadly speaking exempt from
copyright controls. But the processthat Noam Chomsky has dubbed the
"socializationof risk, the privatizationof profìt" is nonethelessinsidiously
at work. We have seena concreteexampleof this processrecentlyin South
Africa, where a text producedat the taxpayersexpensehaseffectivelybeen
handedover for profit to a publisher.
The Truth and Reconciliation Commission (TRC) was appointed by the
South African government to collect evidenceand report on gross human
rights violations of the apartheidyears.The TRC made the text of its final
report, as well as transcriptsof all the testimony heard on the TRC Website
available on a cheap CD-ROM. However, the publishers of the printed
version of the report - selling for over R700 for the 5 volumes - allegedly
forced the withdrarval of the CD-ROM from sale, and the removal of the
report text from the TRC website.The TRC's webmaster,SteveCrawford,
organized a campaign to have this vitally important document for South
African democracyplacedback in the public domainfor free downloading.
Conclusion;Pessimismof the Intelligence
It seemsto me that it is unlikely that cheapICT will "rescue"librariansin
Africa or in other less developedregionsof the world from their already
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existing difficulties in an unproblematicway. As Paul Tiyambe Zelezahas
written, "in themselvesthe advancedtechnologiesoffer no magic solution
to the challengesof information disseminationand scholarly communication facing Africa...electronic information service in Africa benefits only
a small, alreadyprivileged elite" (Zeleza 1996,296).
The question of accessto appropriatedigital information in an understood
language remains inextricably tied up with broader development issues.
Information accessis both a precondition for development, and an outcome of development.To be effective and to have any kind of transformational impact, library and information workers must be politically aware
and politically active. The question of technology transfer remains as
problematic as ever, and the need to develop our own models and to
validate our own experienceas imperative as ever. Our techno-pessimism
- perhapsbetter termed techno-realism- must be temperedby the wisdom
of the great Italian Marxist thinker, António Gramsci. Gramsci advocated
as a programmatic slogan from at least 1919 until the early 1930s,the
darkestdays of Mussolini's fascistregime, "pessimismodell'intelligenza,
ottimismo della volontà," or "pessimismof the intelligence,optimism of
wrote Gramsciin 1932,"to direct
the will." (1978, 175).It is necessary,
one's attention violently towards the present as it is, if one wishes to
transform it."
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